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Based on electrokinetic equations, we calculate the dynamic response of the thin double layer of a
charged surface. The double layer response acts as effective boundary conditions for the ion concentrations,
flow field, and potential outside the double layer. The results can be used to further calculate the electrophore-
sis or the dielectric spectrum of the deformable charged suspensions.
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INTRODUCTION

The effects of electric field on biological tissues such as

cell suspensions have been studied from many disciplines.

Electrophysiology,1 electrophoresis, and dielectric spectros-

copy1-2 are just a few well-known examples among a variety

of interests. Learning from the well-studied colloid electro-

kinetic effects of the charged sphere suspension, one expects

that the dynamics of electric potential, flow field, and ionic

concentration will all be essential in providing a complete de-

scription of the response to the electric field. Biological sys-

tems have one more complication: the suspension has a com-

plicated and deformable shape, which also evolves dynami-

cally in response to the applied field. To develop an electro-

kinetic theory for biological systems is obviously a difficult

task.

For a long time, colloid scientists have realized that the

double layer region (near field) and the bulk fluid (far field),

which excludes the double layer region, require different

analyses.3-8 One has to first solve the far field and the near

field separately; the two solutions are then matched at the

edge of the double layer. Some implementations of the scheme

either make use of the specific spherical geometry in an in-

trinsic way,4-5,7-8 and therefore are not adaptable to suspen-

sions of other shapes.

For a suspension of an arbitrary shape, if the double

layer is thin compared to the radius of curvature of the sus-

pension, the generic near field can be analyzed as a planar

problem. The generic near field, together with the matching

conditions, acts as the effective boundary condition of the far

field.3-4,6,8,11 Such thin double layer theory is particularly use-

ful for non-spherical suspensions. So far the thin double layer

theories either focus on the relative high frequencies where

the salt concentration is not perturbed,10 or are restricted to

the steady state situation.7

Many theories are restricted to the high surface charge

situation, where the double layer has strong effects (e.g. on

the dielectric response). However, the analysis relies heavily

on the assumption that the surface is charged. It is therefore

difficult to make close comparisons with an uncharged refer-

ence system. The existing low surface charge theories are un-

fortunately restricted to the spherical geometry4-5,7-9 and can

not easily be used for general suspension shapes.

In this paper we aim at a minimum thin double layer

theory, which includes the full frequency spectrum below the

Maxwell-Wagner relaxation rate with no restriction on the

surface charge. We therefore focus on a simple situation

where: (i) the double layer is thin, compared to the radius of

curvature of the suspension; (ii) only the z:z electrolyte is

considered; and (iii) the counterion and the coion have the

same mobility �. The assumption (i) is usually satisfied in the

physiological condition where the salt concentration is high,

e.g. for 0.001 molar NaCl solution, the Debye length is about

100 Å, which is much smaller than the typical cell size. Re-

strictions (ii) and (iii) greatly simplify the problem (see be-

low). Nevertheless, the system still retains most of the quali-

tative features of the general electrokinetic effects, e.g. the

full dielectric response spectrum. Developed along the line of

the thin double layer theory,3-4,6,8,11 we obtain a complete set

of the effective boundary conditions for the far field. In par-

ticular, the momentum discontinuity across the double layer

is included, which can be used to calculate the cell deforma-
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tion. Also the high frequency Maxwell-Wagner theory and

the low frequency salt polarization effect are included as spe-

cial cases. With the help of the simplifications (ii) and (iii),

the full range of the � potential is treated in a unified way.

Therefore, uncharged, slightly charged, or strongly charged

suspensions obey the same equations. The general solution

scheme of the far field will not be discussed; the variety of the

biological systems will eventually need a powerful numerical

method to calculate the far field, which is outside our scope

here.

THEORY

Uncharged interface

We will quickly review the boundary conditions re-

quired for a neutral interface so that the charged version

given below has a clearer correspondence. Also, it is easier to

count the number of boundary conditions required if the un-

charged version is given first. They are velocity continuity,

stress continuity, potential continuity, tangential electric field

continuity, and normal electric displacement continuity. The

bulk fluid obeys the (neutral) Navier-Stokes equation; inside

the interface, other momentum equations needs to be sup-

plied (e.g. elastic solid); the electric potential obeys the

Laplace equation on the both sides of the interface.

Electrokinetic equations

The minimal description of the solution will involve the

electric potential �, the concentrations of the counterion C+

and the coions C�, and the flow field v. They obey the Poisson

equation, Smoluchowski equation, and the Navier-Stokes

equation, respectively.

�2� = �q(C+ � C�)/� (1)

�tC� = �	(�T�C� � q�C��� � C�v) (2)


m(�t + v	�)v = ��P � q(C+ � C�)�� + ��2
v (3)

where the flow field is incompressible �	v = 0, q is the coun-

terion charge, � the ion mobility, T the temperature in energy

unit, 
m the mass density, � the solvent viscosity, and � the di-

electric constant of the solvent.

At the boundary of the suspensions, the velocity obeys

the no slip boundary conditions. The stress is continuous. We

assume that the ions can not penetrate into the suspensions.

The tangential electric field is continuous. The normal elec-

tric displacement has a discontinuity. The magnitude of the

discontinuity is determined by the surface charge density,

which is assumed fixed here.

Based on the above complete electrokinetic equations,

one can work out the far field equations valid outside the dou-

ble layer (and the suspensions), and the near field solution

within the double layer. Below we first review the far field

equations, then sketch the near field solutions and give the ef-

fective far field boundary conditions.

The far field equations

Instead of C+ and C�, one can use salt concentration per-

turbation c � (C+ + C�)/2 � C0 and charge density 
 = q(C+ �
C�) to diagonalize partially eq. (2) where C0 is the equilib-

rium salt concentration. The salt perturbation obeys the diffu-

sion equation

(�t + v	�)c = D�2c (4)

The diffusivity is D = T�. The charge density obeys

(�t + v	�)
 = D(�2 � 2)
 (5)

where the Poisson equation is used. The Debye length -1 is

defined by 2 = 2q2C0/�T. One can see that any charge excita-

tion will not persist a few Debye lengths into the bulk; there-

fore, one can set 
 = 0 in the bulk. The potential perturbation

� � � � �0 therefore obeys (in the bulk) the Laplace equation

�2� = 0 (6)

The fluid outside the double layer is also decoupled

from the ion and potential


m(�t + v	�)v = ��P + ��2
v (7)

The diffusion, Laplace and the (neutral) Navier-Stokes

equations govern the salt concentration perturbation, the po-

tential perturbation, and the fluid velocity exterior to the dou-

ble layers. They coupled through the boundary conditions,

which relate quantities on a mathematical surface adjacent,

but exterior to the double layers.3-4,6,8 Below we first examine

the double layer structure, then discuss our main goal, the

boundary conditions.

Quasistatic double layer

From eq. (5), the charge will reach local equilibrium at

the rate �MW � KB/� = D2 where the bulk conductance is KB =
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2q2�C0. The fluid inertia effect will relax at a rate �S =

(�/
m)2 at the double layer scale. Given the ion diffusivity

10-9 m2 sec-1 and the kinematics viscosity �/
m of water as

10-6 m2 sec-1, a Debye length of 100 Å gives very high �MW =

10 MHz and �S = 10 GHz upper limit. We are interested

mainly in large scale dynamics, which is far slower than �MW

and �S; therefore, we will assume the double layer is at local

equilibrium.

The ion concentrations inside the double layer are C� =

(C0 + c�)exp(� q(�0 + � � ��)/T) where the subscript �
means to evaluate the function at the mathematical surface z

= �, which is a few times the Debye length away from the in-

terface (e.g. one may choose -1 < � < 10-1).

We only consider the situation where the fluid can not

permeate into the interface. The flow equation along the layer

normal direction becomes the static condition ��zP � 
�z� =

0 where z is the coordinate along the surface normal direc-

tion. In the equilibrium 
 = �2C0q sinh(q�/T), the pressure

distribution is P0 = 2TC0(cosh(q�/T) � 1). For a quasistatic

double layer, one has

P = P0 + 2T(cosh(q�/T) � 1)c� � 
0(� � �0 � ��) (8)

inside the double layer.

Using the pressure given above, the tangential velocity

(relative to the surface) in the double layer is obtained by in-

tegrating twice from �� z

2 v� = ��� P � 
��� to give

(9)

where �� denotes the in plane gradient.

Velocity boundary conditions

The velocity normal to the surface is continuous

(10)

For the far field, which varies at a much larger length

scale compared to �, the limit � � 0 can be taken as a good

approximation. Given the flow field, we obtain the tangential

velocity boundary condition. The discontinuity of the tangen-

tial velocity is

(11)

Note that, on the right hand side, the limit � � � is

taken, which is not physically inconsistent with the limit

��0 on the left hand side, because we have considered the

far field varies at a much larger length scale, say L, compared

to the Debye length. The different limits are both reasonable

approximations when L >> � >> -1. The present calculation

is basically the leading order result of the formal matched as-

ymptotic analysis. To improve the result to include the finite

ratio of �/L and 1/(�) will require the asymptotic analysis to

be matched up to the next order in 1/(L), which is beyond the

scope of the present work. In that case one will encounter the

higher order normal derivatives to enter into the boundary

conditions, which extract the length scale L from the yet to be

determined far field solutions.

Stress boundary conditions

The shear stress �z� (� = x or y) has discontinuity

across the double layer

(12)

where the O(�) contributions are neglected. The surface ex-

cess ion density � will be given below. The normal stress dis-

continuity follows the Laplace formula as

(13)

where H is the mean of the two principle curvatures. The sur-

face tension of the diffuse layer � is given by

(14)

Note that the surface tension is negative. This is consistent

with the Gibbs’ adsorption equation that the positive adsorp-

tion on the surface lowers the surface tension.

Surface excess

Define the surface excess ionic concentration � and

surface excess charge � as

(15)

(16)

Note that the quasistatic double layer is fully characterized by

the salt concentration nearby and the � potential.

We choose to analyze the surface excess because it is

not sensitive to the exact value of �, so the convenient limit

�� � can be taken in the integral to reduce a free parameter.
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As will be discussed below, the surface excess obeys the

(mass) conservation law, which can be derived from eqs.

(1)-(3). Note that instead of the individual ion conservations,

we choose to analyze the surface charge conservation (and

the somewhat arbitrary ion concentration conservation) so

that the connection with the MW theory is clearer.

Expressing the perturbation + and , (of � and �, respec-

tively) in terms of the salt perturbation c� and the � potential

perturbation -� � [ ]� 0
� = �(x, y, 0) � �(x, y, z = �), we have

(17)

The time derivatives are

(18)

(19)

which will be used below.

Surface excess conservation

The conservation law of the excess ion density can be

obtained by calculating the normal and the tangential flux

contributions of a small piece of the double layer. Using es-

sentially the same method as Fixman,4 we obtain

(20)

The conservation of the excess charge density is

(21)

where the coefficients K.s are

(22)

The terms with � are coming from the convection flux which

can be calculated using the flow field inside the double layer

eq. (9).

Different from the salt polarization theories,3-4,8 we do

not neglect the time derivative quantities, which are essential

in order to recover the Maxwell-Wagner theory of the interfa-

cial polarization.1-2,10

The electric field

Followed the Gauss law, the perturbed potential has a

discontinuity across the double layer

(23)

SUMMARY

In summary, the full properties of the double layer are

characterized in the boundary conditions (10) (11) (12) (13)

(18) (19) (20) (21) (23) for the various discontinuities of the

perturbation quantities, which obey eqs. (4) (6) (7) in the bulk

solution. This can be used as a starting point to calculate, e.g.,

the full electrophoresis velocity of the cells.

Note that the far field flow velocity is important for

electrophoresis, but it is much less important for linear di-

electric response,9 because the far field only convects salt

fluctuation, producing the effect of quadratic order in the ap-

plied field strength. Therefore for dielectric response, it is

sufficient to solve a subset of the equations for potential and

the salt concentration only.
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